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Secrets from Ancient Primary Triads
by Margie Deeb

July 2009
Minoan culture–especially its art–has fascinated me for decades. (Before I changed
my website to my name it was www.minoa.com.) What I love about the society is its
partnership: the equality of women and men. Even though the society was matriarchal
and the Goddess revered, neither gender was elevated above the other: women and
men worked in harmony. And nature was sacred and respected. This is evidenced in
the joy and exuberance of their art. I show photos of frescoes on pages 40-41 and 66
of The Beader’s Color Palette. In her bestselling book, The Chalice and the Blade,
[HarperOne, 1988] Rianne Eisler tells a fascinating new story of our past, present,
and the possibilities for a better future using the Minoan history as model. Reviewer
Tom Fulton writes “The Chalice and the Blade celebrates the value of partnership,
equality, collaboration, non-violence, and connectedness to nature.”
So when I designed “Snake Goddess,” yet another tribute to this beautiful culture for
my book Beading Her Image: Images of Women Portrayed in 15 bead Patterns, I
naturally used colors similar to those of Minoan frescoes. I updated them, of course,
to appeal to contemporary eyes accustomed to clearer, brighter hues.
At its core this palette is a primary triad based on the red/yellow/blue pigment wheel:
red, gold as a substitute for yellow, and three shades of blue. Variations of this primary
triad, often muted and darker, are found all through Egyptian murals. The essence
of Egyptian color usage is three-to four-color combinations hinged on red or yellow.
These are basic colors whose minerals
from which they derived were plentiful.
Add a verde green (made from frit of
orpiment, silica, copper, calcium and occassionaly malachite) and you have the
full palette for most Egyptian wall paintings, and the famous Minoan bull mural
(left). Heidi Kummli designed a pendant
project (below) for The Beader’s Color
Palette based on this 4-color palette.
(continued on page 2)

Arms lifted to the heavens, the “Snake Goddess”
undulates a dance of wisdom and power. From
the technique and pattern book Beading Her
Image by Margie Deeb which features 15 seed
bead patterns for peyote, brick, and square
stitch, and loomwork. Peyote stitch, straps, and
fringe by Lela Holcomb. Design by Margie Deeb.
Minoan art abounds with female figures
raising their arms in celebration or blessing,
some holding serpents as symbols of the
Goddess. This abstracted figure does not
hold snakes, but the S-shaped curves and
rhythms symbolize the serpent and her connection to the Goddess. In The Goddesses
and Gods of Old Europe 7000-3500 B.C.,
Maria Gimbutas points out that the serpent,
and its abstract derivative, the spiral, are the
dominant motifs of the art of Old Europe.

The bull mural of the Palace of Knossos (above)
provides color inspiration for Heidi Kummli’s
rich, earthy color scheme (right). A ring of
goldenrod yellow, the brightest color, reinforces
the focus, drawing your eye right to the center.
Photo by Margie Deeb.

For more of Margie’s Muse, visit
MargieDeeb.com/muse
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Let’s talk about triads, specifically, the primary triad.
Basic triads are composed of three colors equidistant from each other on the color wheel, or every
fourth color on the wheel.
As long as they form an equilateral triangle, they
can be primary, secondary, or tertiary colors. To
construct a triad, choose every fourth color on the
wheel.

Jamie Cloud
Eakin’s
embroidered
cab necklace
uses orangish
pearls rather than
a clear yellow for a
rich interpretation of the
primary triad. The
Minoans would have loved
wearing this! Coral, sodalite,
Brazilian agate, and freshwater pearls. Jamie is the author of
Beading with Cabochons. Photo by Margie Deeb

Just For Fun
A student from a class of mine wanted to make
“Snake Goddess” in a bright, trendy palette that
included pueple and asked for suggestions.
Here’s what I sent her:

Triadic combinations exhibit bold, energetic and striking contrasts because
the members of the group, spaced as they are on the wheel, are neither
analogous nor complementary. Basic triads contrast strongly in both temperature (warm and cool colors) and value (light and dark colors). Because
of its bold directness, the
primary triad of the traditional pigment wheel—in
its purest red-yellow-blue
state—is often used in
children’s toys and graphic
design.
Given all the renditions of
the primary triads you’ve
just seen, how can you
employ it to sing your voice
and tell your vision? Challenge yourself to create an
innovative scheme based on
this powerful trio whose roots
reflect a society who celebrated what was most important:
joy, nature, partnership,
and beauty.

“Shepherdess Angel,” by Mary Tafoya, demonstrates
a sophisticated use of the traditional primary triad. The
artist uses amber and gold rather than yellow, maroon
rather than straight red, and several shades of blue.
Bead embroideredery over trapunto quilting.

Jeannette Cook’s beaded bowl uses the same primary
triadic scheme as “Shepherdess Angel,” yellow, red,
and blue, this time in their purest states. The random
forms and textures of the piece add to the celebration of
its bright colors. Flat and sculptural peyote, netting, wire
work and assemblage techniques.
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Master Color
One-on-One with
Margie
Margie’s Classes
Margie’s passion for learning and
teaching is what makes students
take her classes over and over
again. She combines her thorough academic knowledge of
color with intuitive knowing and
respect for colors’ energetic life
force, and a profound sense of
playfulness. Bead artist SaraBeth Cullinan writes “Margie is
a powerful inspiration both as a
teacher, and a person.”
Margie teaches color and design
for graphics, fashion, and interior
design students at a college
level.
As a bead artist, Margie was a
guest instructor at the 2005
Sonoma Beadwork Retreat, will
be teaching at two 2009 BeadFests, Bead Cruise 2010, and
has taught at the Bead Museum
in Arizona, and bead stores and
societies across the country.

In addition to her books, she
writes regularly for Step-by-Step
Beads, Bead and Button, and
Beadwork magazine, and her
work has appeared in numerous
books, magazines, and calendars.
She publishes a monthly color
column, Margie’s Muse, and
color podcast on her website.
She was a guest editor for the
January 2006 special color edition of Bead & Button Magazine.
Read her Beadwork Master Class
article in the April/May 2007
issue titled “Toning Your Color
Voice.”

Take your artistry to a higher level.
Spend 3 months learning from the
master of color one-on-one.
Examine your strengths and
weaknesses, and get on the path to
discovering your true color voice.
In this consultation process you
will:
• Discover more of your color voice
• Raise your artistry to a new level
• Have your current worked critiqued
• Create new work for critique
• Become an empowered artist
You and your artwork
will be forever changed.

Register now.

Click to learn where you can register for Margie’s project or color
classes near you.

Learn the most critical secret to
making dynamic, powerful color
combinations. A 33-page PDF for
instant purchase and download

Click for details...
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The Beader’s Color Palette: 20 Creative Projects
and 220 Inspired Combinations for Beaded and
Gemstone Jewelry opens the door to worlds of color
inspiration. Gather from history, culture, and our
planet to create stunning color schemes for beaded
creations. Gorgeous beaded jewelry illustrating 220
specific palettes for glass and gemstone beads make
The Beader’s Color Palette a coffee table book of
inspiration for color lovers working in every medium.
Includes detailed instructions for stringing, finishing, looming, and off-loom stitches. (Paperback,
192 pages)
$24.95 US Dollars

The only book of its kind written specifically for
bead artists, The Beader’s Guide to Color teaches
beaders of all levels everything they need to know
about color to create unique and vibrant beadwork designs. Margie discusses psychological and
symbolic color associations, and ways in which
color can be used to create and accentuate pattern,
rhythm, and movement. 21 color schemes are described and illustrated in detail with accompanying
projects for all skill levels. (Paperback, 144 pages)
$21.95 US Dollars

Beading Her Image illustrates the power and
beauty of the feminine in 15 seed bead patterns for
peyote, brick, square stitch, and loomwork. Women
from a wide range of times and cultures are woven
into tapestries, necklaces, and bracelets. The stunning and gorgeous color palettes that artist Margie
Deeb is known for adorn each piece.

Artist, designer,
musician, and
color expert
Margie Deeb is
the author of
several books,
including the
popular The
Beader’s Guide
to Color and The Beader’s Color
Palette.
She teaches color courses for artists,
interior designers, and beaders. Her
free monthly color column, “Margie’s
Muse,” is available on her website.
She produces a free graphically
enhanced podcast, “Margie Deeb’s
Color Celebration,” available on
iTunes.
Her articles have appeared in Bead
& Button and Beadwork magazines,
and she writes a regular color
column in Step-by-Step Beads.
She has appeared on the PBS show
“Beads, Baubles, and Jewels”
speaking about color. Visit Margie’s
website for her books, patterns,
jewelry, inspiration, and more:
www.MargieDeeb.com

Margie’s Blog:
colorforbeadartists.com

Includes loom building instructions, finishing split
loom necklace instructions, and peyote, brick, and
looming instructions. (Paperback, 44 pages)
$19.95 US Dollars

Out On A Loom is a creative journey through color,
design, and form for the beginning to intermediate
level seed bead artist.
The soft cover book features 32 full-color pages of
detailed instructions, patterns, illustrations, and
diagrams for creating loom woven bracelets, minitapestries and split loom necklaces. Professional
and creative finishing techniques are provided so
each finished project can be a work of art.
(Paperback, 36 pages)
$19.95 US Dollars

Join Margie’s color coterie:
margiedeeb.com/newsletter
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